Self Wipe Toilet
Instructions for Use:
1. Start with a length of tissue – about 4 squares.
2. Open the lower “jaw” with the push button on the top of the handle. Place one
end of the toilet tissue length inside. Release the push button to close the jaw.
3. Roll the remainder of toilet tissue around the whole clamp, with the jaw closed.
Don’t make it too tight or you won’t be able to slide it off easily.
4. Next, push the button to open the jaw enough to slide the roll you just formed off
the end of the Self Wipe.
5. Now all you have to do is push the button to reopen the jaw, and slide your toilet
tissue roll back onto the end, with the open jaw on the outside of the roll.
6. Release the button to close the jaw and secure the toilet tissue.
7. After use, push the button to release solid tissue into the toilet bowl.
Note: You want to make sure that the sliding “button” on the inside of the handle is in
the locked (up) position, so that the handle is locked. Roller handle is for one-handed use
only.

Instructions for One – Handed Use:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Unlock the ribbed roller handle by sliding the handle lock down.
With the clamp/jaw of the self wipe pointing down, secure it between your
knees, with the ribbed handle pointing to either the right or left.
Using the length of toilet tissue of about 4 squares, lay one end of the tissue
length over the roller handle, securing the tissue against the roller with your
hand.
Proceed to roll the tissue by rolling the handle until the entire length is rolled.
Slide the tissue roll off the end of the handle and set up on end
Relock the roller handle by sliding the handle lock up into the locked position.
Use the push button on the end of the Self Wipe to open the jaw.
With the jaw open, slide the tissue roll onto the clamp and close the jaw to
secure.
After use, push the button to release soiled tissue into the toilet bowl.

Note: It is often helpful to re-roll more than one roll in advance of use.
The Self Wipe is sterilizer and alcohol safe with non-rusting internal parts.

